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EVALUATION AND MODELIZATION 
OF CHROMATIC DISCRIMINATION.
EFFECTS ON IMAGE PALETTE
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Preparation of the monitor 30 min
Checking of the normal vision of the observer
Explanation and demostration
Adaptation































































ORIGINAL SIN FILTROnaked EYE
Results
GRISORIGINALSIN FILTROnaked EYE AY
Results
MARRÓNSIN FILTRO BROWNnaked EYE
Results
VERDESIN FILTROnaked EYE GREEN
Results















The process of construction of the mosaic:
depends on the size of the experimental 
ellipses.
 for small ellipses the resulting patter is
more compact.
Conclusions
The process of overlap reduction gives place 
to:
uncovered diagrama regions
 undesired effects when assigning colors to 
the center of the nearest ellipse
Conclusions
The image simulating the naked eye condition 
does not appreciably differ from the original 
image, although the number of colors of the 
palette is slightly reduced. 
Conclusions
Very saturated colors
Non adapted chosed gamuts 
Colors near the center
Few colors inside the ellipses












Calculation of the distinguishable colors
Graphic arts, textiles, colorants and 














Improvement of the algorithm 
incorporating extrapolation towards the 
limits 
Checking the dependence of the filnal
pattern on the center of the ellipses we
have chosen.
Calculation of corresponding pairs
Completing the tinted filter data base
Completing the image database with
images with larger paletters to evaluate
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